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background: Electronic Medical Records (EMR) use clinical data to enable large-scale clinical studies. We created an EMR cohort of type 2 
diabetes (T2D) patients from a large academic hospital system, to enable risk stratification of T2D patients at population scale. We hypothesize that 
natural language processing of narrative EMR data (e.g., physician notes) will improve phenotyping of T2D patients vs. codified data alone.
methods: We created a data-mart of 270,068 patients based on any of the following: T2D billing code (250.xx), T2D medication or abnormal 
glycated hemoglobin or plasma glucose. Natural language processing (NLP) was performed on narrative notes using cTAKES, an automated NLP 
platform that extracts medical concepts and maps them to domain-specific ontologies. Logistic regression with LASSO penalty was used to develop 
T2D classification algorithms using codified data alone (e.g., ICD9 billing codes, lab data), narrative NLP data or both. Algorithm development and 
validation used a training set of 400 random patients (180 T2D cases by gold standard, manual chart review), and a test set of 200 patients (170 
T2D cases).
results: We identified a cohort of 65,099 T2D patients at 97% specificity and positive predictive value (PPV) 0.96. The area-under-the-ROC-curve 
(AUC) was highest for an algorithm using both codified and NLP variables (0.97), compared to codified (0.95) or NLP (0.92) alone. Among 14,129 
deaths, hazard ratios (HR) for death at 5 years (using lagged, race-stratified time-varying Cox models) recapitulate those in traditional cohorts, 
including coronary artery disease (HR 1.57, p < 10-5), cerebrovascular disease (HR 1.52, p = 6x10-5) and congestive heart failure (CHF; HR 4.57, p 
< 10-5). NLP analysis captures changes in clinical practice over time, such as changing indications for digoxin and beta-adrenergic blockade in CHF.
conclusion: NLP increases the accuracy and resolution of patient phenotypes and stratification in a T2D cohort.
